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Abstract: This study aims to explore the traditional architecture developments in Sultanate of Oman. Also study 

traditional materials which were used for construction of the houses and factors influence the traditional architectures 

are taken in to account for this study. The study focuses on general traditional architecture covering the major four 

regions - Muscat-Muttrah region, Nizwa, Salalah, and Sur. The reasons for selecting these four regions are that the 

climatic conditions and settlement pattern of the houses different. Architecture of the houses located in these regions 

are built in line with regional climate. The study indeed to understand environments and location were played a major 

role in architecture of Oman. Personal visit had been made to major areas of these regions for the purpose of this study.   
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I. INTRODUCTION ABOUT OMAN 

LOCATION  

The Sultanate of Oman is located on the Arabian Sea. 

United Arab Emirates, Yemen and Saudi Arabia are the 

neighboring country. His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said 

is the king of the state who has been ruling the state for the 

last 48 years. After he became the King, the Sultanate of 

Oman has reached to the new height in many areas and 

known to the world. Developments have taken place in 

Sultanate of Oman. The weather condition in Sultanate of 

Oman is extremely hot in summer and cold in winter 

season. It is surrounded by hills and deserts. Omanis speak 

Arabic, as well as a section of Omani can also speak 

Hindi.   

 

 

They are cultivating vegetables in a small scale but dates 

are in a large scale. It is their tradition to offer tree dates 

(Tamar) and Kahwa (Black coffee, cardamom, clove, and 

cinnamon, some peoples used to mix with saffron and rose 

water) to the visitors of their house. Omanis basically they 

eat local Kabuli (Biriyani), Harris (wheat), Bread of 

Rakhal and Rice. All Omanis are Muslims. By nature they 

are soft character. 

Total Omani population as per statistics 2018 was 48, 

29, 946 including expatriates. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

The primary objective of the study is to explore traditional 

architecture styles and factors influenced the traditional 

architectural styles in Oman. Especially the study focuses 

on four major regions and traditional architectural pattern, 

materials used, influence of climatic conditions, 

temperature and availability of water supply are taken into 

account.  

III. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

The field visit has been made to study the architecture 

styles.  The collection of information is not ended with just 

visit alone but also due importance is given to identify age 

old people who knew about the architectural systems. 

Therefore field visits as well as personal interview are the 

major methods used to collect necessary information to 

carry on this study. 

IV. TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

There were no master builders in Oman for building 

construction however it is understood that Shaykh 

Mahmud was considers as master builder for designing the 

houses of ordinary villagers. Houses belonging to rich 

people were designed by owner themselves. The base for 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Oman_1996_CIA_map.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Oman_1996_CIA_map.jpg
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construction used from the range between 20 cm and 1 

meter deep depending on the owners wish. The walls of 

houses were constructed in mud brick. General Stone and 

lime stone were used for construction. For making mud 

bricks the traditional ingredients used for fermentation was 

Al Khamir (it was akind of syrup extracted from 

sugarcane). 

 

Traditional House Jebal Al Shams 

 

Dates shop Al Seeb 

The dimensionsof the mold were 24x35 to 40x20 cm. 

Even before this mud bricks was used a cone shape bricks 

was used known as luwa. Mortar was also used for 

construction it was consider as high quality clay. The 

ground floor wall used to be with 

 

Traditional House Jebal Al Shams 

mud and brick with thickness between one meter to 80 cm. 

The size and thickness of the wall, was reduced to half and 

second floor wall thickness was 3 bricks. The roof of the 

house used to be the thickness of 1 ½ bricks in some cases, 

while in other places the roofs were made keeping wooden 

beams left an expose to bricks. There are three methods for 

building Arches.  

1. Wooden frame 

2. Palm frond stems and 

3. Two interlocking  palm frond stems  

Once the arch is made the remaining area of the wall 

above the arches were builds with bricks. The above the 

ceiling beam was comprised of palm fronts chosen 

according to their strengthen and straightness. Staircases 

were constructed either in stone or wood.  

The height of the sealing level used to be 80 cm to 1 

meter. Below the ceiling level, for ventilation purpose 20 

cm wide and 60 cm height were kept. The trunks of an 

aged palm were used for wooden ceiling beams. Ground 

floor room sizes were 3 to 4 meters wide and 3.5 – 4 meter 

height. The most of the traditional Omani houses with two 

storey’s. The first floor is called Sufaf the second and third 

floor is known as Ghuraf. 

Internal ceiling level of each floor is reflected on the outer 

walls by a stone. The length of protrudes was 20 cm which 

surrounded the building in order to protect surface of the 

wall from the rain. The main reception area of the house 

was  

designated for entering guest were men and outside people 

gathered after prayers, during religious feast, and other 

occasion.  

V. MATERIALS USED FOR 

TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

Saroj: Saroj is a kind of clay/mud which was used in 

Omani  

traditional architecture before using it for construction; it 

was grinded at least for a week along with pure water. The 

size of the clay was ranging from 20 – 30 cm. After a 

week once it was well grinded, it was made in the burned 

in the temperature of almost 90 ℃.  

 

Beautiful Nizwa Pottery Souq-Nizwa 
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Old Damaged House Jebal Al Shams 

VI. ARCHITECTURE IN SULTANATE OF 

OMAN 

Traditional house 

Oman traditional architecture has been survived; even in 

most of the Gulf States the traditional architecture is not 

persistent. The materials which were used in Oman or 

palm trees, lime stone, mud bricks, mangrove poles, baked 

bricks, etc., combination of these materials used depends 

on the region, weather conditions and soil. During 19
th

 

century, Sultanate of Oman was using baked bricks 

especially in port of Sohar. Mud bricks were also common 

in the architecture of Oman in Oasis towns of the interior. 

For roofing, mangrove poles were imported from East 

Africa and used it frequently. In the houses of the coastal 

area-palm trunks were also used for roofing. 

VII. REGIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

There are four regions namely northern coastal plain, 

northern uplands around Muscat - Muttrah region; Nizwa, 

Sur; and southern coastal and Salalah. Muscat is the 

capital of Oman. This region is close to the northern 

coastal plain and therefore the general climate condition 

the temperature 

is 5℃higher than the other regions. In Muscat - Muttrah  

region settlement pattern is relatively dense. In the 

indigenous houses of Muscat – Muttrah, multi level 

openings of windows houses in these regions had thick 

lime stone walls. Since Muttrah - Muscat are on coastal 

area windows were designed to allow the sea breeze. In 

Muscat - Muttrah region lattice opening were found. It was 

kept in the upper portion of the window. This is necessary 

to allow for escape of warm air in summer. 

Four major regions  

1. Muscat - Muttrah and  

2. Around Nizwa 

3. Salalah  

4. Sur region  

The date trees gardens are the most important for location 

of houses and settlement in particular area. The village 

houses were well suited to cooler conditions with mud 

brick walls. The ventilation was made to bear summer 

conditions. Houses were built with winter rooms of mud 

brick and summer rooms are light weight construction 

using dates form fronds through which breezes could pass 

easily.  

Houses in the town often shared wall and mass of mud 

building help to maintain a suitable thermal mass 

throughout the whole settlement. Many of the town houses 

were two to three storey structures built up in accenting 

levels. This structure was comfortable in cool season.  

Muscat – Muttrah receives day time onshore sea breezes 

which aid cooling. Windows were design to allow breeze, 

cooled by the sea, to blow into dwelling, but it was 

necessary to exclude solar radiation which would 

otherwise rise indoor temperature. Two shading devices 

were used one of which was wooden awning type 

construction and the other a gypsum plaster lattice 

window. The purpose of this was to allow the day light to 

enter air and to circulate and to offered a view while 

excluding glare and solar radiation as well as maintains 

visual privacy.  

 

Traditional style Restaurant, An Noman Zoo Park, 

Barka 

 

Traditional House Jebal Al Shams 

The climate of Sur is not comfortable in summer as well 

as in winter. Sur has relatively high humidity throughout 

the year. Lime stone was the material predominantly used 

in the town houses of Sur. The quality of lime stone varied 

greatly. The extremely fine examples of the door and 

windows wood work were seen around Sur.  

Salalah is the collective name for the largest group of 

settlement and plain.  Salalah has a form of monsoon 

climate. This area receives a little rain in summer months 

about 25 mm, the climate condition in summer that is May 

and June and part of October is not comfortable. In the 
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winter months the temperatures are relatively cool at night. 

Most of the year Salalah receives off shore winds. Houses 

which were situated in this region was not only to draw in 

maximum breeze but also allow air movement to the 

houses behind. Many traditional Salalah houses had a large 

south facing yard in front of the houses. The basic form of 

the houses where the country yard house, built on a plot 

that was usually square. The buildings in Salalah were 

predominantly for two types: the Arish structure (thatched 

house) and Lime stone houses. The distinction between 

these two forms of constructions was largely and social 

and economics. Lime stone was used as the principal 

material for the houses of the town people and merchant, 

while Arish was used for dwelling of the descendants of 

slaves and sardine fishermen. 

 

Traditional style Restaurant Jebal Al Shams 

The Arish used in Salalah is quite different from that used 

on the Batinah Coast. It is harvested from the coconut 

palm. 

Nizwa is one of the prominent ancient cities in Oman. It 

was old capital of Oman. The high altitude of this area 

modifies the climate which is both cooler and drier. 

Winters are often too cold for comfort at night and days 

are extremely hot during summer for five months. This 

region, the housing and settlement pattern were 

determined by the need for security and therefore houses 

were located around the fort. Richer houses were located 

at the bottom of the hill near the gardens and water and the 

poorer houses near the top. The whole town surrounded by 

an intricate system of high defensive walls and gates made 

of mud brick and stone. They were using different size of 

stone. For foundation they were using stones. Once the 

foundations were complete the brick courses were started. 

The clay for the bricks was mixed with water and left to 

ferment for three or four days. The ground floor walls built 

to thickness of two bricks and reduce to one and a half 

bricks on the first floor and one bricks on the second floor. 

There were no four storey buildings in Nizwa. There were 

no windows on the ground floor. Small wooden screen 

where used on the first and second floor. 

VIII. FINDINGS 

Construction and settlement pattern in above said regions 

were largely influenced by weather conditions. Not only 

were these sizes of the houses influenced by socio 

economic status of the people. The region of Nizwa is the 

securities of the people were also played a role in 

architecture. Lime stone, mud, fermented mud, palm trees, 

branches of palm trees were the major materials used. Of 

course bricks and stones were also used in the 

construction.  Since Sultanate of Oman two extreme 

weather that is extreme cold and extreme hot. The 

constructions of the houses were depending on natural 

environments. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The Omani traditional architecture and settlement of the 

hoses were based on various factors such as climatic 

conditions prevailed, water supply, and landscape. More 

houses with dense settlement were found largely in valley 

areas which were suitable for growing date’s trees as well 

as cultivation. They were using natural materials such as 

stones, bricks and branches of palm trees, mud clays. 

Since the climate conditions were hot in summer and cold 

in winter, the structure of the traditional houses were 

constructed to suit this weather conditions. The roof and 

wall size and ventilation facilities were also made keeping 

in mind the flow of air into the house. The regional climate 

conditions largely influenced the traditional style of the 

houses. 
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